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Dura Stone
Real Stone Coatings

Dura Stone
 Bizzar DuraStone is water base real stone texture 
finish for interior and exterior use. It gives stone 
finish  wi th  at t ract ive  co loured  s tones . 
Durastone give good water resistance and best 
adhesion and its coating is hard and tough

Exterior TexturesExterior Textures
RU STICO

 Bizzar Rustic Texture Finish is made with high 
quality marble powder, silica sand and quartz in a 
rich acrylic binding medium. This paint gives a very 
unique and different feel making the walls stand out. 
This material has excellent binding to the surface 
and has the ability to hide small cracks. Its a water 
based fine textured finish which has special type of 
tough and flexible binding technology  for long term 
durability
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Exterior Textures

SpartexSpartex
SPARTEX is water based fine textured finish 
which has special type of tough and flexible latex 
binder for long term durability. It has a very good 
anti-fungal and anti-algal property which allows to 
apply on both interior and exterior surfaces. It can be 
applied on concrete, plastered surface, metal and 
wood. Excellent toughness, Fine-Textured finish, best 
adhesion and weather-ability gives long lasting 
performance.

  CONCRETE TEXTURES

ARCHITO
ARCHITO concrete finishes are finishes that are 

manufactured using a water based technology 
that combines concrete, lime, and other 
proprietary binding materials to create a 

material which is durable and long lasting unlike 
regular plasters .

The best part about designing with this versatile 
material is its stone hardness. It does not get 

weathered with time easily, thus saving you the 
cost of refurbishment and regular maintenance, 
and also making it a great material for Indoor 

and outdoor use.  They are also water, dust, and 
crack resistant and have high-flexural strength

ACCOSTIC  CONCRETEACCOSTIC  CONCRETE

ACCOCRETEACCOCRETE
ACCOCRETE  Acoustic Paint , Plaster & Cladding  is a 
sound-absorbing product & is applied by spraying or 
Trowel in areas where reducing reverberation time and 
noise along with improved acoustics is desired. Our 
acoustic  paint  adapts to any type of ceiling or wall & 
also gives good asthetics . It is a plant fibre based , 
natural & environmental friendly product with 
excellent sound absorbing properties
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Marketed by :
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